Transcranial Doppler can predict intracranial hypertension in children with severe traumatic brain injuries.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the accuracy of emergency Transcranial Doppler (TCD) to predict intracranial hypertension and abnormal cerebral perfusion pressure in children with severe traumatic brain injury (TBI). A descriptive and retrospective cross-sectional study was designed through data collected from medical records of children with severe TBI (Glasgow coma scale ≤ 8), admitted to a level I pediatric trauma center, between January 2000 and December 2005. Early TCD examination was performed upon admission, and TCD profiles were considered as altered using previously validated threshold values for diastolic velocity (<25 cm/s) and pulsatility index (>1.31) or when no-flow/backflow was detected. Invasive intracranial pressure (ICP) and cerebral perfusion pressure (CPP) monitoring were considered as the gold standard to measure intracranial hypertension (ICH). Statistical analyses compared TCD profiles to increased ICP (≥ 20 mmHg) and abnormal cerebral perfusion pressure (<50 mmHg) at admission. Non-invasive TCD and ICP monitoring were performed in 117 severe head-injured children. Mean age was 7.6 ± 4.4 years, with a male prevalence (71%). Median initial Glasgow coma scale was 6. TCD had 94% of sensitivity to identify ICH at admission and a negative predict value of 95% to identify normal ICP at admission. Its sensitivity to predict abnormal cerebral perfusion pressure was 80%. The high sensitivity of admission TCD to predict ICH and abnormal CPP after trauma demonstrates that TCD is an excellent first-line examination to determine those children who need urgent aggressive treatment and continuous invasive ICP monitoring.